Museum Manners: they are simple!

Walk, don’t run— you might miss something!

Give the art some space! Staying 18 inches away will give you the best view of the art. And make sure to not touch the art, no matter how curious you may be.

Please don’t bring food or drink into the galleries.

Drawing? Use pencils only. We love it when kids draw in the galleries—but save the messier materials for somewhere else.

Check backpacks in the coatroom. After all, you can’t enjoy art with uncomfortable shoulders.

Take photos! Unless you are using a flash or see the 📸 symbol. Get a good one? Share it on Instagram #ptldmuseumofart.

While at the PMA, you will notice Gallery Officers throughout the museum. It is their job to protect the art. They will remind you of these museum manners if you forget, and will answer any questions you may have.